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We nd that various results of current algebra at tree
level and beyond can be directly obtained from a master for-
mula, without use of chiral perturbation theory or eective
Lagrangians. Application is made to  scattering, where it
is shown that the bulk of the  contribution can be determined
in a model independent way.
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(2) with a scalar-isoscalar mass
term in the (2; 2) representation. Examples are two a-
vor QCD or sigma models. The symmetry properties of
the theory may be expressed by gauging the kinetic part







the mass term to include couplings with scalar and pseu-
doscalar elds s and p
a
. For two-avor QCD, the relevant




























































) are smooth functions that fall o rapidly
at innity.







































+ s) + f
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is the pion de-
cay constant. In the above, we have used the fact that





(2). Introducing the extended
S-matrix S, holding the incoming elds xed, and using
the Schwinger action principle [4] imply
<  injSj in >= i <  injSIj in > : (5)
This result together with asymptotic completeness, yield

































































































































In the absence of stable axial vector or other pseudoscalar


































are free incoming and outgoing pion
elds. Comparison of (10) with (4) shows that  is a
normalized interpolating eld.
To incorporate (10) into (7-8) we introduce a modied
action
^


















the corresponding extended S-matrix
^




































































































































S = 0 : (16)
















































This equation may be integrated by introducing the re-

































where we have adopted a condensed matrix notation. We















































































































































































Evidently, any result which is a consequence of (10)
and symmetry (7-8) must be contained in (16,21). Since
(16) simply represents local isospin invariance, the non-
trivial results of current algebra must be basically con-
tained in (21).
To show that this is the case and that (21) is the desired


















are the Green's functions for free elds. Mul-

















































































































































(k) are the annihilation and cre-
ation operators of incoming pions with momentum k and
isospin a. Iterations give the two and higher pion reduc-










































































With this in mind, using (23-25), sandwiching between
nucleon states and switching o the external elds, give































































































































is the on-shell S-matrix. The discon-
nected part in (27) can be checked to cancel. At thresh-
old, (27) yields the Tomozawa-Weinberg relation [8].
The extension to  scattering is straightforward in
principle, although lengthy in practice. We nd that the
















































































































































































































































































is the scalar form factor. Experimentally, (32-33) are well
described by  dominance.
The unknown terms (30-31) may be estimated at low
energies by expanding in 1=f

























































































In (35-36), s and a
a

enter only through the combination











tain a two-parameter t to pionic data at one-loop level,
which reproduces the KSFR relation [9]. Also, since s^
is isospin symmetric, the bulk of the  contribution to
 scattering at low energies is given by (29) in a model
independent manner.
With (35-36) and the assumption above, the sum (30-































































































































































The  data gives c
1
= 0:035 whereas a t to the 









































































































































































































the scattering lengths and range parameters with isospin
I and orbital momentum l.
A comprehensive discussion of the present formulation,
further applications and detailed comparison with previ-





(3) is currently under inves-
tigation.
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